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Introducing S&C
Sullivan & Cromwell provides the highest-quality legal advice and representation
to clients around the world. The results we achieve have set us apart for more than
130 years and serve as a model for the modern practice of law. To remain one of the
leaders in the profession, we aim to recruit the best and brightest students to join us.
At S&C, there is no such thing as second best. Meritocracy, responsibility and
opportunity foster the success of each new employee.
We hope this brochure gives you an insight into S&C and the factors that distinguish
us from other law firms. If you are interested in working with the world’s leading
companies on their most challenging matters and believe that you have the qualities
for which we are looking, we encourage you to apply for a training contract with us.
We look forward to hearing from you.

Ben Perry and Craig Jones, U.K. graduate recruitment partners
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History
Since its foundation in New York in 1879, S&C has been involved in some of the most
significant international business transactions and developments.
We represented European bankers and bond syndicates in financing the development
of America’s railroads and industrial infrastructure. William Cromwell himself
proved instrumental in paving the way toward the construction of the Panama Canal.
We advised governments, companies and investment banks on many of the major
privatisations in the U.K. and Europe. We have stood at the forefront of most of the
major transactions and developments during, and since, the global financial crisis
of 2008.

“This New York heavyweight has
leveraged its reputation globally to
be instructed on many of the London
market’s most groundbreaking deals.”
Le g a l B u s i n e s s A w a r d s , 2 0 1 7

“‘Highly regarded team with full-service
UK and US law capabilities…‘I work
with them in London and the US and
they’re really one of the top-tier firms’.”
C h a m be r s U K , 2 0 1 6
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S&C London office
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S&C London
The London office, established in 1972, is S&C’s largest office excepting its New York
City headquarters. There are approximately 80 lawyers and trainees working in the
office across a number of practice areas, including M&A and private equity, capital
markets, finance and restructuring, project finance, competition law, and tax. S&C
London is unique in the scale, complexity and significance of the work carried out in
an office of its size.
Since 1999, S&C’s London office has included partners and associates advising on
English and EU law. For the past decade, we have strengthened and developed our
English and EU law practices while continuing to grow organically. Our trainee
solicitor programme is an important and exciting step in this growth. We expect the
practice to develop further during the coming years in response to the needs of our
clients.
Our first three intakes of trainee solicitors joined the Firm in September 2013, 2014
and 2015 and all of them have become associates with the Firm. Our current trainee
solicitors joined the Firm in September 2016 and 2017, respectively.
More information about the London office’s recent work can be found at:
www.sullcrom.com/London-England

“Clients say: ‘[Sullivan & Cromwell is]
a great firm with some really excellent
people’.”
C h a m be r s U K , 2 0 1 7
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Integrated Legal Services Worldwide
S&C has more than 875 lawyers across an international network of 13 offices on four
continents. We maintain a unified firm culture worldwide and provide our clients with
highly integrated legal advice on a global basis.
The locations of our offices reflect our presence in the key financial and business
centres where our clients are active. Approximately half the Firm’s clients are based
outside the United States.

LO N D O N

BRUSSELS
FRANKFURT
PA R I S
BEIJING
TO K YO
H O N G KO N G
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Sydney (2001)
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An Uncommon Business Model
S&C is a truly global organisation. Unlike many law firms with an international reach,
S&C has built its network by developing offices to serve client needs and staffing them
primarily with lawyers who have been with S&C for their entire careers. We have
avoided acquiring other firms or hiring large numbers of lawyers from other firms.
Unsurprisingly, almost all of our partners have spent their entire professional lives
with the Firm, and approximately half have spent a significant portion of their careers
in more than one of our 13 offices.
Our business model sets S&C apart from many less integrated law firms that are
characterised as “international” and from firms that are more domestic in their focus.
This approach provides you with rare opportunities to work on the most interesting
and high-profile transactions, both in Europe and around the globe.

PA L O A LT O
LO S A N G E L E S

N E W YO R K
WA S H I N G TO N , D . C .

U n i t e d S tat e s
6 50 + l aw yers

New York (1879)
Washington, D.C. (1977)
Los Angeles (1984)
Palo Alto (2000)
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OPPORTUNITIE S AT SULLIVA N & C ROMWELL

Our success is the result of the quality of our lawyers, who are broadly and deeply
trained. Since S&C was first founded, our approach has been to recruit the very best
U.S. law school graduates and train them to be all-round “generalist” business lawyers
within broad practice areas. This generalist approach to professional development
and client service sets us apart from other law firms. We promote lawyers to
partner almost entirely from among our own associates. The result is a partnership
with a unique diversity of experience, exceptional professional judgement and a
demonstrated history of innovation.
We replicate this model in London. Our first three intakes of trainee solicitors, who
joined the Firm in 2013, 2014 and 2015, have all stayed with the Firm as associates on
qualification. By recruiting the very best law and non-law students and graduates to
train as solicitors, we aim to continue the organic growth of our London office and our
English and EU law practices. We expect our trainees to continue their careers with
us and to serve as future leaders of the Firm and we believe each incoming trainee has
the potential to succeed at the Firm.
The strength of our trainee programme was recognised both in 2014 and in 2016
when Ben Perry was named “Best Training Principal” at the LawCareers.Net Training
& Recruitment Awards. In addition, the Firm was named “Best Recruiter—US Firm
in the City” in 2015. These awards honour firms and individuals who offer recruits
the best possible start to their legal careers. Firms were assessed on their recruitment
process, the training they offer and the quality of their work placement schemes, and
then compared with their peers.
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Liz Botcherby, Ashwin Pillay, Jessica Edge and
Rosemary Stefaniuk, associates and former trainees
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OUR TR A INEE PRO GR A MME

The Programme: Developing Leaders
Although our London office has been in existence for more than 40 years, we did not
start a trainee solicitor programme until we were confident that it would be one of the
best of its kind.
Training contracts with S&C are divided into at least four seats, covering at least
three practice areas as required by the Solicitors Regulation Authority. A trainee is
supervised in each seat by a partner who is a leader in his or her field, along with other
senior lawyers. They will guide you through your work and help you remain engaged
and challenged by offering you a range of outstanding matters. They will provide
the guidance you need to help you make the transition from academic study to legal
practice.
Throughout your training contract you will be exposed to the multidisciplinary and
collegial nature of the Firm’s practice. This enables our lawyers to offer a broader
perspective on cutting edge legal issues than more narrowly trained practitioners.
We offer you the opportunity to do superior work, meet exceptional people and grow
in a supportive culture. We aim to distinguish our trainee programme by offering
genuine mentoring from partners and other senior lawyers who will take a keen
interest in your career development, and by providing unparalleled opportunities to
work on a range of high profile and dynamic matters.
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Ra n k i ngs & R e c o gn i t ions

In naming Ben Perry “Best Training Principal” for 2014 and 2016, the
LawCareers.Net Awards committee highlighted the following comment:
“Having been involved in the
trainee program from the very
start, this training principal’s
dedication to the program is
obvious. The training principal
is always approachable and takes
the time to explain tasks and deals,
as well as checking in on trainees
to ensure they are happy. The training principal
really made us feel like part of the team from
the very beginning, taking time out of a busy
schedule to attend trainee events.”

In naming Sullivan & Cromwell “Best Recruiter—US Firm in the
City” for 2015, the LawCareers.Net Awards committee highlighted the
following comment:
“The recruitment team was friendly and helpful,
taking a really personal approach and making
you feel important throughout the whole process.”
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OUR TR A INEE PRO GR A MME

Global Opportunities
Although our trainees work on global deals in London as a matter of course, we aim
to provide interested trainees with the opportunity to spend time in one of our other
offices during their contract.
We offer secondments across the globe, to our other offices in the United States,
Europe and Asia.
Our trainees have also had opportunities to spend time on secondment with our
major clients, both in the UK and overseas.

“I was given the opportunity to spend four months working in
S&C’s Hong Kong office. The transition to the other side of the
world was seamless—on arrival, I was staffed on a closing for a
project I had already worked on in London, with associates I had
met and worked with before. This level of integration across offices
is one of S&C’s most unique features.”
M i c h e l l e V i c ke r s , A s s o c i at e a n d f o r m e r T r a i n ee
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OUR TR A INEE PRO GR A MME

Quality of Work and Broad Experience
We avoid routine and commoditised work in favour of interesting and challenging
matters.
You will be constantly challenged at S&C while enjoying help and guidance from our
exceptional lawyers.
In each of our practice groups, you will work with small teams of partners and
associates, which often include both U.S. and English-qualified lawyers in London,
as well as lawyers from other offices. These integrated teams reflect the international
and multidisciplinary scope of our practice and reflect the Firm’s comprehensive and
holistic approach to training.
From an early stage, you will be encouraged to take real responsibility. You will draft
written advice; participate in meetings and conference calls; deal with clients and
other lawyers on a regular basis; review and draft contracts, notices, letters and other
documents; review and draft public disclosure documents; co-ordinate the signing
and closing of transactions; carry out research into specific questions of law; or
practice and participate in discussions on tactics and strategy.
Our clients repeatedly tell us that the personal commitment of our lawyers to their
matter is one of the characteristics that differentiates S&C. By providing you with
meaningful client responsibility at an early stage, we foster that sense of personal
involvement and commitment to our clients.
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“My secondment abroad in the Paris office allowed me to gain a
unique insight into the co-ordination and co-operation between
our different offices worldwide. From day one I was treated as
a real member of the deal team, and not just as a temporary
secondee, something I believe is unique to the S&C experience and
reflective of the global atmosphere of working together.”
A n n a Ha g a n , A s s o c i at e a n d f o r m e r T r a i n ee
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Ou r Pr ac t ic e A r e as

General Practice
A seat in our General Practice Group will provide you with a thorough and broadbased training in the legal, technical and organisational skills required to be a
successful all-round business lawyer.
The group in the London office comprises lawyers working in a wide range of different
practice areas, including the following:
Me r g e r s a n d a c q u i s i t i o n s ( M & A ) —where

we help clients of all sizes to

structure, negotiate, complete and implement all types of M&A transactions,
including acquisitions, disposals, joint ventures, partnerships, minority
investments and strategic alliances, across all industry sectors.
P r i va t e e q u i t y —where

we advise some of the world’s leading privately

managed funds on all aspects of the investments they make, including issues
related to M&A, consortium arrangements and financing.
Ca p i t a l m a r ke t s —where

we work with both issuer and underwriter clients on

some of the largest, most intricate and most significant securities transactions,
whether involving shares, bonds or other securities.
P r o j e c t d eve l o p m e n t a n d f i n a n c e —where

we advise project sponsors,

lenders and governments and other agencies on the development, construction,
operation and financing of some of the world’s most important infrastructure and
natural resources projects.
c r e d i t , Leve r a g e d a n d a c q u i s i t i o n f i n a n c e —where

we work with

borrower and lender clients on all types of financing arrangements (including
bank and bond financing being raised for acquisitions, the refinancing and
restructuring of existing bank or bond financing, and bank or bond financing
that is secured against particular assets or revenues).
r e s t r u c t u r i n g —where

we work with banks and other financial investors,

companies and their directors, and other professionals to help companies in
financial distress reschedule or restructure their debt, raise new capital, sell
assets or reorganise their businesses.
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Other firms take a departmentalised approach, keeping each practice area
separate and distinct, and isolating lawyers within one discipline.
We take a different approach. We will expose you to a wide variety of practice
areas, enabling you to follow your interests and abilities. In the end, we believe
you will develop into a better, more well-rounded lawyer.

Competition
A seat in our EU Competition Law Group will expose you to a varied spectrum of
work. This could involve merger control work, where you will work on competition law
aspects of M&A transactions and help obtain the requisite competition law approvals.
You might also represent companies under investigation by the European Commission
or relevant national authorities for alleged breach of competition law, as well as
provide advice to clients on general competition law issues and on EU state aid issues.

Tax
The Firm’s U.K. Tax Group deals with a variety of contentious and non contentious
U.K. and cross-border tax work, involving not just the London office but also other
S&C offices worldwide. Your work may include offering advice on tax aspects of M&A,
private equity, capital markets and other financing transactions, structuring investment
funds, as well as tax aspects of employee incentives. Tax is a fast-moving area in which
EU and other international developments are increasingly significant.

“They are very diligent in the way they
handle matters, attentive to detail and
they go that extra mile.”
C h a m be r s U K , 2 0 1 6
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you r ca r e e r pat h

Professional Development and Formal Training
S&C is committed to helping you develop into the best possible lawyer. We will
provide you with an unparallelled foundation for your career.
At S&C, you will be encouraged to acquire leadership skills more quickly than
you would at other law firms. You will have decision-making authority and client
responsibilities as early as practicable. We believe that hands-on experience is the best
training. However, we also recognise the importance of formal training, which will
begin even before you join the Firm.
In the year prior to your arrival, you will undertake a Legal Practice Course and
Professional Skills Course that fulfil the mandatory requirements of the Solicitors
Regulation Authority. These courses have been specifically designed to prepare our
trainees, and those from other similar firms, for their future careers.
After you arrive, you will take part in an induction programme introducing you to the
way we work in London. You will learn about our information technology and library,
as well as research, legal assistant and other office resources. You will also attend our
week long orientation programme in New York, learning more about the Firm and
getting to know your colleagues from elsewhere in the S&C network.
Throughout your training contract, you will attend regular formal group training
sessions on the key building blocks of commercial legal practice. These will include a
training programme designed specifically for trainees and presented by our partners
and associates, including associates specialising in the preparation and delivery of
training. In addition, all of our other in-house training sessions will be open to our
trainees to attend. Some of these sessions involve conferencing between offices,
helping you to get a feel for the international issues relevant to our practice.
Our formal training curriculum is constantly evolving in response to changes in the
law and the Firm’s practice.
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Pro Bono and Commitment to Community
S&C is committed to the communities in which it practices. The Firm will
encourage you and your fellow trainees to work on pro bono representations as
a way to enhance your skills through experience that might not otherwise be
available.
Our recent pro bono work includes advising a number of charities and not-forprofit organisations in the U.K., the U.S. and overseas. In addition, a growing
number of lawyers and trainees in the London office participate in the Lawyers in
Schools programme, in which they visit secondary schools in some of London’s most
deprived boroughs to lead discussions on topics such as citizenship, youth justice,
human rights, family law and government.
We are also one of the firms sponsoring City Solicitors’ Horizons, a social
mobility initiative to improve access to the legal profession for young people from
disadvantaged backgrounds.

Ra n k i ngs & R e c o gn i t ions

S&C is proud to be featured in
Stonewall’s Starting Out careers guide,
the U.K.’s only LGB careers guide.
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Sean Ruscitto and Victor Siek, associates and former trainees
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SU PPORTIVE C ULTURE

Even the brightest and most ambitious students and graduates can find the move
from academic study to legal practice daunting.
In response, we offer a friendly, supportive culture, with regular contact with partners
and associates who will guide and mentor you. Our aim is to make this transition as
easy for you as possible.
Our partners and associates embrace an “open door” policy. The broad range of our
practice means that all of us, even the most senior lawyers, encounter new issues
and challenges on a daily basis, and a collegial and supportive approach is key to our
continued success.
You will have the opportunity to work with a variety of lawyers who approach
problems in different ways. This rich experience exposes you to a wide range of
attributes and working styles, which you can adopt as your own in a way that best
suits you, providing you with the tools and confidence to advance your career.
Life at the Firm is not all hard work. Lawyers enjoy regular social, sporting and
cultural events, and they are encouraged to pursue outside interests and passions.
We have an excellent subsidised restaurant on site, and subsidised memberships in a
private health club and gym in our building are available. We also offer a concierge
service to help you manage your daily personal needs.

“It was an opportunity to immerse myself in the New York
transactional practice at one of the city’s legal powerhouses.”
Sea n R u s c i t t o , A s s o c i at e a n d f o r m e r T r a i n ee

“Genuine involvement on the biggest deals in the market and the
opportunity to practice foreign law.”
V i c t o r S i ek , A s s o c i at e a n d f o r m e r T r a i n ee
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WHO SHOUL D A PPLY

We aim to employ the brightest minds, regardless of subject studied at university.
We seek trainees who have an excellent prior academic record along with strong
academic credentials, including a projected or achieved First or Upper Second Class
honours degree, or the equivalent.
Most important, however, are your values and ambition. You should possess genuine
intellectual curiosity, integrity, strong interpersonal skills, commercial awareness and
an ambition to succeed at one of the world’s leading law firms.
We expect most of our applicants to be penultimate-year law students and final-year
non-law students. Graduates and post-graduates are also eligible.
There is no “S&C type”. Our lawyers come from a diverse range of backgrounds. Along
with our commitment to superior legal service, S&C is equally dedicated to fostering
a diverse and inclusive work environment. Not only do we believe that this is the right
thing to do, but we also believe that diversity is vital to recruiting the best lawyers and
to providing the highest level of service to our clients. Our culture and policies value
the individual abilities and perspectives of every team member, and support diversity
in its broadest sense.
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2016 C ohort of N e w ly qua l if ie d ass o ci at e s

(former trainees)

“The great thing about S&C is the unique
combination of very small deal teams and
a very high-profile firm. This means that we
are given a great deal of responsibility from
an early stage on deals that are, more often
than not, making the news.”
A s h w i n P i l l ay

“The vacation scheme was integral to my
decision to train at S&C; we were given real
work which really gave us an insight into
the tasks we’d be required to do as a trainee.”
Je s s i c a E d g e

“The most rewarding aspect of the S&C
training experience has been the balance
between the level of available support
and advice, and the encouragement to
take responsibility and use initiative
at every stage.”
Rose mary Stefan iuk

“The amount of responsibility I’ve been
given has really exceeded my expectations.
I’ve been in daily contact with clients and
it’s a great way to become fully immersed in
a deal.”
Liz Botcherby
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SUMMER VAC ATION S C HEME

We offer trainee candidates an interesting, rewarding and enjoyable introduction to
the Firm through a two-week summer vacation scheme.
During these two weeks, you will shadow a partner or senior lawyer to help you get a
feel for our work and culture. You will also have the opportunity to meet the people
who work at S&C in a social environment.
Participants in the summer vacation scheme will be paid not less than £500 per week
to cover expenses.
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S A L A RY A N D BENEFIT S

We offer the most attractive trainee salary and benefits package of any major law firm
in London.
We will cover Graduate Diploma in Law and Legal Practice Course fees for
prospective trainees who accept our offer of a training contract. We will also pay a
maintenance grant.
The salary for trainees will not be less than £50,000 in the first year and not less than
£55,000 in the second year.
Our associates normally receive a discretionary bonus paid at the end of each calendar
year, and trainees are eligible to receive a portion of any discretionary bonus that our
newly qualified associates receive.
In addition, we offer a comprehensive suite of employee benefits, including private
health insurance; dental insurance; life insurance; travel insurance; a group personal
pension scheme with the option to contribute via salary sacrifice; paid maternity,
paternity and adoption leave plans; subsidised gym membership; concierge service;
and 24 vacation days (plus bank holidays) each year.
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A PPLIC ATION PRO C E S S

Summer Vacation Scheme
To apply for the 2018 summer vacation scheme, please send a copy of your CV
(including a full classification and percentage breakdown of all academic results) and
a covering letter to traineesolicitors@sullcrom.com.
We will accept applications for our 2018 summer vacation scheme from penultimateyear law students and final-year non-law students, as well as those studying for postgraduate degrees, from 1 November 2017 through 12 January 2018.
We expect to offer six to eight places on our 2018 summer vacation scheme.
We do not accept applications for our vacation scheme from law students in their first
year of study or from non-law students prior to their final year of study.

Training Contracts
To apply for a training contract starting in 2020, please send a copy of your CV
(including a full classification and percentage breakdown of all academic results) and
a covering letter to traineesolicitors@sullcrom.com.
We will accept applications for our 2020 trainee intake from 1 May through 13 July 2018.
We expect to offer four to six training contracts starting in 2020.
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A PPLIC ATION TIMELINE

Penultimate-Year Law Student
Apply for vacation scheme from���������� 1 November 2017
Vacation scheme application deadline������� 12 January 2018

Interviews for vacation scheme(s)�����������
Attend vacation scheme(s) in�������������

January 2018
June/July 2018

Apply for training contract from�������������� 1 May 2018
Training contract application deadline���������� 13 July 2018
Interviews for training contracts��� after the application deadline
Commence final year at university���� September/October 2018
Commence LPC���������������������� September 2019
Commence training contract������������� September 2020

Final-Year Non-Law Student
Apply for vacation scheme from���������� 1 November 2017
Vacation scheme application deadline������� 12 January 2018
Interviews for vacation scheme(s)�����������
Attend vacation scheme(s) in�������������

January 2018
June/July 2018

Apply for training contract from�������������� 1 May 2018
Training contract application deadline��������� 13 July 2018
Interviews for training contracts�� after the application deadline
Commence GDL��������������������� September 2018
Commence LPC���������������������� September 2019
Commence training contract������������ September 2020
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Ou r Of f ic e

Contact Details
Sullivan & Cromwell LLP
1 New Fetter Lane
London EC4A 1AN
Tel: +44 20 7959 8900
Fax: +44 20 7959 8950
Email: traineesolicitors@sullcrom.com
Website: www.sullcrom.com

W h e r e t o F i n d Us

www.sullcrom.com
london . paris . frankfurt . brussels
new york . washington , d . c . . los angeles . palo alto
tokyo . hong kong . beijing . melbourne . sydney

LG4300

